The theory of composite bosons (cobosons) made of two fermions [Phys. Rev. A 71, 034306 (2005), Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 260403 (2012)] converges to ordinary structureless bosons in the limit of infinitely strong entanglement between the fermionic constituents. For finite entanglement, the annihilation operatorĉ of a composite boson couples the N -coboson Fock-state not only to the (N − 1)-coboson state -as for ordinary bosons -, but also to a component which is orthogonal to the Fock-state ladder of cobosons. Coupling with states orthogonal to the Fock ladder arises also in dynamical processes of cobosons. Here, with a Gedanken-experiment involving both mode-splitting and collective Hong-Ou-Mandel-like interference, we derive the characteristic physical signature of the states orthogonal to the Fock ladder generated in the splitting process. This allows us to extract microscopic properties of many-fermion-wave functions from the collective coboson behavior. We show that consecutive beam-splitter dynamics increases the deviation from the ideal bosonic behavior pattern, which opens up a rigorous approach to the falsification of coboson theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
The exchange anti-symmetry of fermionic wave functions implies the Pauli exclusion principle, which in the most fundamental way governs the properties of atoms, molecules and solids, while the exchange symmetry of bosonic wave functions leads to lasing, Bose-Einstein condensation and statistical correlations that can be observed in interference processes with photons [1] and with bosonic atoms [2] . Consistent with the spin-statistics theorem [3, 4] , systems comprised of an even number of fermions can be treated as composite bosons [5] . However, the commutation relations for composite bosons are modified by their underlying structure [6, 7] . Strong binding of the constituent fermions is required to ensure ideal bosonic behavior, but, at the formal level, it is not the binding but the entanglement between the constituents that warrants the bosonic properties of composite systems [7, 8] . This has been exemplified by studying how varying entanglement lead to larger or smaller deviations from ideal bosonic behavior both in static manybody properties [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and in dynamical processes [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
In this article, we consider composite bosons, cobosons, made up of two distinguishable fermions, a and b [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The wave function of one coboson is represented in second quantization by the action of the corresponding coboson creation operatorĉ † on the vacuum, |1 =ĉ † |0 . The successive application of the creation operator defines the Fock-states ladder of cobosons
where χ N is the N -coboson normalization factor [6] . The coboson theory possesses peculiarities which differ at the fundamental level from those of elementary particles. For instance, the |N are not eigenstates of the operatorĉ †ĉ , in contrast to ideal bosonic Fock-states. This is rooted in the fact that the application of the annihilation operator to any of these states with N > 1 populates a component outside the ladder [7, 8, 27] ,
where |ε N −1 describes N −1 fermion pairs but is orthogonal to |N − 1 and to any |ε i with i = N − 1. In the literature, no attention has been paid to the physical meaning of |ε N −1 and their possible observable consequences. The state |ε N −1 entails an intricate, but largely disregarded, commutator algebra [12] e.g., in the construction of the coboson Kraus operator [27] and coherent states of cobosons [17] . Nevertheless, dynamical processes of cobosons with finite entanglement between their constituent fermions inevitably cause transitions into states orthogonal to the Fock ladder [7] , which may lead to observable consequences in the particle statistics. Here, we show that linear mode splitting of cobosons generates states of the form |M, N − M ⊥ , which are orthogonal to the twomode Fock ladder |M, N − M , and that their impact on Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) like counting statistics [1] in a post selection process involving collective interference is not negligible. Non ideal bosonic behavior is reflected by the nonideal collective HOM-like interference of two Fock-states of cobosons [26] , but when the states |M, N − M ⊥ come into play in the interference, the deviation from the ideal bosonic pattern can increase even more. In particular, we find changes by orders of magnitude for a wide range of strong entanglement, which facilitates the search for non-ideal bosonic signatures of composite bosons.
The article is organized as follows: In Sec. II we summarize elements of the formalism for many-coboson states. In Sec. III we consider the splitting of the system as implemented in a 2D lattice model where |a j , b j denotes a fermion pair occupying the jth lattice site, which is allowed to cotunnel into the jth site in a parallel lattice. Such a scenario is feasible in experiments with attractively interacting fermionic atoms in tunable potentials [31] [32] [33] [34] . In Sec. IV, we introduce further mode-mixing with a third lattice, which is initially occupied by a single coboson, and we show that such a setup, by post selection, offers an amplification of the signatures of the composite character of the cobosons. Section V concludes the work.
II. COMPOSITE BOSON FORMALISM
In this section, we summarize the main ingredients of the theory of composite bosons made up of two fermions [6-8, 11, 21] . Consider a composite boson made of two distinguishable fermions, a and b, with a wave function of the form 
The distribution Λ = {λ 1 , . . . , λ S } of the Schmidt coefficients λ j associated with the two-fermion states |a j , b j characterizes the entanglement of |ψ , via the purity of either reduced single-fermion density-matrix,
Fermion pairs in the composite-boson state |ψ (Eqs.(3) and (4)) naturally motivate the coboson creation operator [7] 
whered † j ≡â † jb † j creates a pair of fermions, a bifermion, in the product state |a j , b j in the j-th Schmidt mode. The composite boson normalization factor χ N (see Eq. (1)) reflects how, to obey the Pauli principle, the fermion pairs must distribute themselves avoiding multiple occupation of any of the S, possibly ∞, Schmidt modes. It can be evaluated as [7] 
which constitutes a particular case of the elementary symmetric polynomial [21, 23, 36] . We omit the index Λ in χ Λ N unless necessary to specify a distribution of coefficients different from Λ.
Past works have studied how the operatorĉ † deviates from the canonical bosonic creation operator when applied multiple times to the vacuum. This deviation can be traced back to the Pauli blocking of the fermionic constituents and the resulting modification of the commutation relations ofĉ † and its adjoint annihilation operator, c = ĉ † † . The expectation value of the commutator [7] [ĉ,ĉ † ] = 1 − ∆,
in the state |N is given by [8] 
Perfect bosonic behavior is obtained when the normalization factors equal unity for all N , which occurs in the limit in which the fermion pairs do not compete for single-fermion states, i.e., when the coboson is a highly entangled (P ≈ 0) pair of fermions that distributes over many Schmidt modes with small occupation probability, λ j ≈ 0. The normalization ratio χ N +1 χ N captures quantitatively the bosonic quality of N cobosons prepared in |N . For a given purity P , there are two particular Schmidt distributions which maximize and minimize the normalization ratio for a given purity P [21, 23] , namely, the peaked Λ peak and the uniform Λ uni distributions, respectively. The upper and the lower bounds on χ N in P converge to 1 in the limit P → 0. Deviations of the normalization ratio from unity entail observable consequences [11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 24, 26, 27] and occur equally well for cobosons made of bosonic constituents [22] .
While the successive application ofĉ † to the vacuum leads to a discrete ladder of many-body states, the application of the annihilation operator to |N populates a state component, |ε N −1 , which is orthogonal to the Fock-state ladder, (2). The component |ε N −1 has norm [7] ,
which vanishes for unit normalization factors (perfect bosonic behavior), while for finite purity (5) the normalization factors differ from unity and the contribution of |ε N −1 comes into play. Due to the exact mapping of hardcore-bosons to bifermions, the dynamical properties of strongly bound fermion pairsd † j (bifermions) in a lattice can be simulated by hardcore-bosonsĥ † j , and vice versa. Indeed, the equivalent many-body ladder of Fock-states (1) for hardcore-bosons, given by
λ jĥ † j , shares the same features as the coboson-subtracted state, (2) , when the corresponding anihilator operatorB = S i=1 λ jĥj acts on it, as well as a similar commutation relation, [B,
III. MODE SPLITTING OF COMPOSITE BOSONS
In Ref. [26] , a system of strongly bound fermion pairs that are trapped in a two-dimensional potential landscape [37] was proposed to imitate the interference process of two-fermion composite bosons. The model, see Fig. 1 , consists of two parallel sublattices in which pairs of ultracold fermionic atoms in the strong binding regime [34] are allowed to cotunnel between the jth wells of the sublattice but not between wells along the sublattice direction. The sublattices are identified as the two (external) input/output modes of the beam-splitter, and the S wells of each sublattice as the (internal) Schmidt modes. The experimental protocol to prepare the initial two-mode coboson state, |N 1 , N 2 , is provided in the supplemental material of [26] . However, although the resulting HOM-like counting statistics in the coboson interference was computed exactly, no attention was devoted to the statistics of the constituents, and an exact description of the resulting collective wave function was not provided. In this section we address these issues for the simplest case, namely, the splitting of an N coboson Fock-state.
A. Mode splitting dynamics
We start with N cobosons prepared in the first horizontally extended lattice, q = 1, and an empty second sublattice, q = 2, that is,
whereĉ † q = S j=1 λ jd † q,j . Since, in the splitting process, there is at most a single bifermion in the jth pair of wells, on-site bifermion interactions can be neglected, and thus, the Pauli principle allows us to describe the subsequent dynamics by the operator evolution
where T = sin 2 (Jt/2) and R = cos 2 (Jt/2) are the transmission and reflection probabilities and J is the coupling (tunneling) amplitude between the jth modes of the two sublattices. The time evolution until t = π/(2J) implements a balanced beam-splitter with T = R = 1/2.
.. . .. .
FIG. 1:
Two-dimensional lattice setup for coboson splitting processes. N strongly bound bifermions are prepared in the first sublattice (q = 1). The barrier between the first and the second sublattices (V ∝ 1/J ) is then ramped down, allowing tunneling between the jth wells of the sublattices. A 50/50 beam-spitter-like dynamics is obtained after a time evolution t = π/(2J), where J is the tunneling amplitude.
B. State after a cobosons splitting
Using the evolution operator (13) for a balanced beamsplitter, the initial state |N, 0 evolves as
Although bifermions are distributed binomially on the output modes (sublattices q 1 and q 2 ), due to the split-ting operation (13), they are distributed over the Schmidt modes of both sublattices, such that |Ψ N is not a superposition of two-mode coboson Fock-states |M, N − M . Following Appendix B, it follows that state (14) can be written as the superposition
where |M, N − M ⊥ describes M bifermions in the first sublattice and N − M in the second, in a collective state which is orthogonal to |M, N − M . The populations in the two-mode Fock-state components decrease with P (see Fig.2 , upper panel), and the contribution of their orthogonal counterpart |M, N − M ⊥ increases with P and vanishes in the limit P → 0 (see Fig. 2 ,lower panel). In this limit, cobosons exhibit a perfect bosonic behavior and the final state reads
i.e., cobosons are distributed binomially on the outputs as noncorrelated ideal bosons or distinguishable particles. The purity P governs, therefore, to which extent the output of the beam-splitter remains in a Fock-state of cobosons. The orthogonal Fock states |M, N − M ⊥ generated in the splitting process play a role analogous to the |ε N −1 in coboson subtraction (2) . Indeed, |M, N − M ⊥ (coupled to the Fock-state |M, N − M ) can be prepared by an experimental protocol [38] , which projects |Ψ N onto a state with a definite number of particles in each mode, leaving its internal structure unchanged, thus obtaining the projected (normalized) state
in full analogy with (2) . Note that this post selection protocol trims the factor N −1 = projection), as occurs with identical elementary fermions [39] . With the state |Ψ N proj at hand, the later mode correlation (embedded in the component |M, N − M ⊥ ) can be tuned via the purity P and used as an entanglement resource for implementing quantum information tasks [38, 39] .
C. Counting statistics
In the 2D lattice setup in Fig. 1 , the HOM-like counting statistics of an interference process of cobosons is given by the probability of finding a certain number of bifermions, say M , in whichever of the S wells of the first sublattice, and N − M in the other. It was calculated using a superposition representation in elementary bosons and fermions of the wave function [26] (see Appendix A), which allowed us to extract information on the initial two-mode Fock-state of cobosons |N 1 , N 2 and the deviation from the ideal bosonic pattern. However, these HOM-like statistics do not carry any detail on the resulting collective state of the bifermions or how the bifermions are distributed over the wells of the sublattices. In this section, we wish to go a step farther, and access the fine-grained details of the final state to extract information on both initial and final states by means of the occupation probability of the wells after the coboson splitting, which could be determined experimentally in this lattice setup.
The probability of finding M bifermions in the first sublattice (q 1 ) and in the Schmidt modes {l 1 , . . . , l M } is given by (Eq. (B5) in Appendix B)
where [λ l1 , . . . , λ l M ] denotes the complement of Schmidt coefficients after we have removed the coefficients λ l1 , . . . , λ l M from the initial distribution Λ. These probabilities constitute postselection probabilities in the sense that, for a definite number of bifermions in one sublattice M (and, consequently, N − M in the other), they reflect the probability that these M bifermions populate the modes λ l1 , . . . , λ l M . When the previous selection protocol, which extracts |Ψ N proj , is followed, the probability P bif is modified by a factor N , such that the selection protocol is equivalent to filtering the events with the desired population of the output modes.
Perfect bosonic behavior of cobosons involves distributions with infinitesimally small Schmidt coefficients (λ j ∼ lim S→∞ 1/S ⇒ P ∼ 0) and thus P bif ∼ 0. Finite bifermion occupation probabilities, therefore, lead to nonideal bosonic behavior of the cobosons. The simplest case is given by the splitting of two cobosons (N = 2) for which we obtain
and
By experimental determination of the probability of finding one bifermion in the first sublattice in the lth well (19) , we can determine the entanglement between the constituents if the λ l -coefficient of the Schmidt expansion is known. Measuring the probabilities P bif ({l}) for all l = 1, . . . , S, the full initial wave function is reconstructed. Furthermore, the probabilities P bif reflect the status of the final wave function, since they quantify properties of the internal structure itself. We show this by comparing (18) with the population of the internal Schmidt mode of |M . To carry out such a comparison, the selection protocol is required to obtain a final state with a definite number of particles in each mode. For instance, the state that results from a two-coboson splitting plus the projection protocol with M = 1 (N = 2), is given by
and the bifermion population of the Schmidt mode λ l of the first sublattice in this state (21) is 2P bif ({l}), which differs form the probability λ l of finding the bifermion occupying the lth Schmidt mode in a single-coboson state |1 . This difference is caused by the correlation between bifermions which populate different outputs and, therefore, caused by the population of the othogonal state component |1, 1 ⊥ generated in the mode-splitting.
Indeed, the HOM-like counting statistics in the modesplitting of cobosons, given by the sum over all possible configurations of the M bifermions,
shows that bifermions are distributed binomially on the output modes of the beam-splitter, just like ideal bosons or distinguishable particles, without any signature of the internal structure of the cobosons. However, we show that the impact of transitions to states |M, N − M ⊥ on the HOM-like counting statistics is not negligible in more complex interference scenarios.
IV. HOM SIGNATURE OF STATES ORTHOGONAL TO THE FOCK LADDER
Mode splitting of cobosons produces the orthogonal Fock-states |N − M ⊥ in conjunction with the coboson Fock-states |N − M , Eq. (15), and our goal in this section is to describe the distinctive signatures of the orthogonal states in HOM-like counting statistics.
Our setup consists of three sublattices with S wells each, see Fig. 3(a) . N cobosons are prepared in the first sublattice. We then couple the first and second sublattices for a time t 1 = π/ (2J (1,2) ), equivalent to a 50/50 beam-splitter-operation. Hereafter we couple the second and third sublattices for t 2 = π/(2J (2, 3) ) such that the bifermions in the second sublattice and the single coboson prepared in the third sublattice interfere. The dynamics of the experiment is analogous to the beam-splitter scheme depicted in Fig. 3(b) . The first mode-splitting (BS1) prepares |M, N − M ⊥ , and we expect a deviation from the HOM-like interference of coboson Fock-states [26] after the second mode-mixing (BS2). FIG. 3: (a) Two-dimensional lattice setup with three external modes and controllable tunneling couplings between the jth wells of the sublattices. An N -coboson state |N 1 , prepared in the first input q1, is split by the first beam-splitter (BS1), such that the bifermion state in the outputs q 1 and q2 is given by |ΨN , Eq. (14) . Then bifermions of the output q2 are brought to a second beam-splitter (BS2) to interfere with a single coboson prepared in the third input q3. In the fist dynamical process (BS1) the barrier between the wells of the first and the second sublattices are ramped down, V1 V2, where V1 ∝ 1/J1,2 and V2 ∝ 1/J2,3, and bifermions are allowed to cotunnel between the jth wells during a time interval of t1 = π/(2J (1, 2) ). Then the barriers between the first and the second sublattices are ramped up and the barriers between the second and the third sublattices are ramped down, V1 V2, such that an interference process between bifermions that now populate the second sublattice and a single coboson prepared in the third takes place in BS2. Finally, the counting statistics of bifermions populating the outputs q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 is performed after a time t2 = π/(2J (2, 3) ). (b) Beam-splitter analogy of the tunnelling experiment.
In the first mode-splitting process (BS1), the initial three-mode coboson state evolves as
where |Ψ N is given in Eq. (14) and
Following our discussions in the previous section, when n 1 bifermions are detected in the internal Schmidt modes λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 of the first output q 1 , the projected state in the second mode q 2 , Eq. (B4), contains N −n 1 bifermions distributed in the S − n 1 Schmidt modes denoted by the complement set [λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 ] in q 2 . Since the operator c † 3 can be written aŝ
the dynamics induced by beam-splitter BS2 can be understood as the combination of two processes: (i) a splitting process of a single bifermion,d † 3,lj , in the internal Schmidt modes λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 of the third sublattice and (N − n 1 ) bifermions,d † 2,ki , in the (excluded) set of Schmidt modes [λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 ] in the second sublattice; and (ii) an interference process, as described in [26] , of N − n 1 and 1 bifermions in superpositions of the same [λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 ] Schmidt modes.
In Appendix C, the HOM-like counting statistics of bifermions populating the output q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 , in any collective internal state is shown to evaluate to a sum of two terms representing the processes (i) and (ii), P HOM (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) = Q spl (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 )+Q int (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ),
where Q spl (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) = 1 2 2N −n1+1
where P 1 (n 2 , p) is the probability of finding n 2 particles in output q 2 (where p = 0, 1 of them behave as fermions in the superposition representation of coboson interferences; see Appendix A), and n 1 + n 2 + n 3 = N + 1.
To compare the resulting interference pattern in the second mode-mixing (BS2), with the interference of coboson Fock-states, we perform a selection protocol (or event filtering) in the first mode-splitting process (BS1) to fix the number of particles in mode q 2 . Thus, we are able to compare the HOM-like counting statistics of the bifermion collective interference in BS2 for two initial states: (a) the state |Ψ N proj |1 3 that results from the selection protocol with M particles in the first mode q 1 , (17), and (b) the usual coboson Fock-state |0, N − M, 1 . The former is given by the probabilities N P HOM (M, n 2 , n 3 ) and the latter by P HOM (n 2 , n 3 ), Eq. (A6) in Appendix A.
For the simplest case, N = 2 (initial state |2, 0, 1 ), we readily obtain the probabilities
and N P HOM (1, 2, 0) = N P HOM (1, 0, 2) = 1 4 1 + 3
In Fig. 4 , we show the upper and lower bounds of these probabilities (given by the peak Λ peak and uniform Λ uni distributions of the Schmidt coefficients [21] ) as a function of the purity P . The populations for the postselected interference may, in general, differ from the "one-one" coboson interference given by P HOM (1, 1) = 1 − χ 2 = P and P HOM (2, 0) = χ 2 /2 = (1 − P )/2 (dashed lines in Fig. 4 ), and they are strictly different for 0 < P < 1/4 and 3/4 < P < 1. These differences are caused by the correlations generated in the splitting process between bifermions which populate q 1 and q 2 , and which are described by |1, 1 ⊥ . The interfering bifermions in BS2 carry some memory of the pre-selected bifermion on mode q 1 , and, therefore, although there are two interfering bifermions in BS2, the maximum degree of the normalization factor in Eqs. (29) and (30) is 3. For P < 1/4 (vertical line), the postselection interference enhances the deviation from the bosonic pattern.
For an initial state |N, 0, 1 with arbitrary N ≥ 1, the probability of obtaining the last bifermion in modes q 2 and q 3 , when all N bifermions incident in q 1 are selected in the first output q 1 , is obtained as N P HOM (N, 0, 1) = N P HOM (N, 1, 0) = 1/2, since BS2 merely splits the single bifermion population in q 3 . When all N incident particles with probability 1/2 N impinge on the second beam-splitter after splitting in BS1, the usual coboson interference [26] takes place in BS2, with N P HOM (0, n 2 , N − n 2 + 1) = χ N +1 χ N P 1 (n 2 , 0)+ The deviation from the ideal bosonic behavior is negligible when constituents of composites are maximally entangled (P ≈ 0); cobosons behave as perfect bosons and the HOM-like counting statistics in BS2 will be the same as for elementary bosons N P bosons HOM (M, n 2 , n 3 ) = P 1 (n 2 , 0). When the normalization ratio fulfills χ N +1 /χ N = 1/(N + 1), the probability, (26) , matches the distinguishable-particle case,
Thus, by varying the purity P , a transition between fully bosonic and fully distinguishable behavior may be implemented experimentally, even though the bifermions always remain indistinguishable. Postselection HOM-like counting statistics, N P HOM (M, n 2 , n 3 ), for N = 4 are shown in Fig. 5 (solid lines) as a function of the purity for the peaked Λ peak and the uniform Λ uni Schmidt distributions. As a general trend, the deviations from the ideal bosonic statistics increase with P . The larger the number of particles detected in the first output mode (M ), the more strongly the interference pattern differs from the usual interference pattern of coboson Fock-states (dashed lines). For small values of the purity,
the deviation from ideal bosonic behavior is always larger than in the usual coboson interference (see left-hand-side of the vertical dotted lines in Figs. 4 and 5) . Thus, for cobosons with purity in the range of (33), one ensures that by adding successive beam-splitters the effects of compositeness are enhanced further and further. By means of the post-selected interference process described above, the deviation of the coboson interference pattern from the ideal bosonic pattern can be increased by several orders of magnitude with respect to simpler procedures and scenarios [26] , which facilitates the detection of signatures of compositeness. This is shown, e.g., by the finite probability of finding a coincident event in an M = N − 1 post-selected coboson interference, where just two bifermions interfere in BS2. In Fig. 6 , we plot the deviation from the HOM-dip of an N − 1 post-selected coboson interference, given by the probability N P HOM (N − 1, 1, 1) (which vanishes exactly for the interference of two elementary bosons). The deviation from the ideal increases with the number of pre-selected (N − 1) bifermions, such that the probability of finding coincident events in the output q 2 and q 3 increases by more than one order of magnitude for N = 50 and almost three for N = 1000 (dashed lines in Fig. 6 ) with respect to the usual "one-one" coboson interference (solid line).
V. CONCLUSION
Splitting dynamics of cobosons manifest the transition to states not described by the usual Fock-states of cobosons. The particles are distributed binomially on the external splitting modes, just like elementary bosons or distinguishable particles, but the collective structure of the constituents on the internal Schmidt modes changes dramatically in the splitting process, and nonideal bosonic operatorsĉ † lead to states with parti-cles in the output modes that are anticorrelated in their internal states.
The counting statistics for composite bosons made by superpositions of ultracold atoms in lattice wells remains difficult to obtain experimentally, but the bifermion counting statistics in the mode-splitting process, which depends on the internal structure of the resulting composite-particle-state, reveals that this splitting process of composite bosons generates correlations between particles that populate different output modes. Signatures of these mode-correlations are also found in the HOM-like counting statistics after the beam-splitterlike dynamics induced by two consecutive splitting arrangements, with the advantage that no information of the internal structure of the composite system is required to extract properties of the wave function such as the purity and the normalization ratio.
While naturally occurring composite bosons, like atoms and molecules, are directly detectable, the electron-state purities of trapped ultracold atoms are typically prohibitively low, of the order of 10 −12 [8, 9] . The deviations from the bosonic pattern will be roughly of the same order, such that atomic HOM experiments [2] and interference with BECs of atoms [40] are not sensitive to the compositeness of the atoms. The methods we present here, i.e. scenarios concatenating a splitting process and postselection interference, enhance the signatures of compositeness by orders of magnitude and relax the precision required in experiments to detect deviations from the ideal bosonic behavior.
In mixtures of ultracold Fermi gases, the interaction between fermionic atoms (and consequently, the entanglement) can be tuned by means of external fields to create molecular bound states (Feshbach resonances), which leads to the Bose-Einstein condensation of molecules [41] . The coboson theory successfully applies to these many diatomic composites with non-trivial composite signatures [42] ; the coboson state |N describes essentially the Bose-Einstein condensate at zero temperature, and the particle statistics, such as the condensate fraction of fermion pairs, depend on the entanglement (and, thus, on the purity P ). The impressive progress in the control of fewfermion systems in ultracold atom experiments [31] [32] [33] has allowed us to implement experimentally the Hubbard model with interacting fermionic atoms in double-well systems [34] . The HOM-like counting statistics of ultracold atoms is feasible [2, 43] and interference of molecular BECs has been observed [44] . Hence, the preparation of states (12) , and the observation of full beam-splitter-like dynamical processes in a lattice seem to be challenging, yet rewarding goals for ultracold atom experiments.
Appendix A: Coboson interference and superposition representation
The collective interference of cobosons does not allow us to use an operator evolution of the form of (13), since the essential bifermion on-site interactions are neglected in this description. However, the superposition representation in elementary bosons and fermions permits to derive how the bifermions are distributed over the output modes of a beam-splitter in an interference process of coboson Fock-states [26] . Despite this representation's being a powerful tool for the physical interpretation of interference processes, it does not incorporate any sign of the collective structure of the coboson constituents over the S internal Schmidt modes. It is a high-level description that does not take into account the resulting state but the consequences in the HOM counting statistics. We summarize in the following the main ingredients of this approach, which are used for the calculation of P HOM (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) in Appendix C.
States with at least one coboson in each external mode can be represented as
where the states |φ p (N 1 , N 2 ) , which represent 2p bifermions that behave as fermions and N b = N 1 +N 2 −2p as bosons, are orthogonal. Their corresponding weights are given by
The probability of finding m bifermions in the first lattice after an (N 1 -N 2 )-coboson interference process is the sum of the resulting probabilities from the different contributions of the state |N 1 , N 2 in the superposition representation,
where N tot = N 1 + N 2 . P (m, p) is the probability of finding m bifermions in the first lattice after the interference process, where p of them (with p ≤ m) behave as fermions and m − p as bosons. This is given by the amplitude
which can be evaluated for a perfect beam-splitter dynamics (T = R = 1/2) with the methods presented in Refs. [45] [46] [47] as
where 2 F 1 is the ordinary (or Gauss) hypergeometric function.
The particular case that we use is given by the interference between a single coboson and N − n 1 cobosons (initial state |0, 1, N − n 1 in the three-sublattice model)
where n 3 = N − n 1 + 1 − n 2 and
Appendix B: Proof of the splitting state decomposition
In this appendix we prove (15) in the text. For this purpose, we first compute the projection
and |Ψ N is the final state given by Eq. (14) . |ψ N −M 2 is the resulting state in the second output mode q 2 after the detection of M bifermions in the {l 1 , . . . , l M } Schmidt modes of the first output q 1 . The only nonvanishing term of superposition (14) describes M particles in the first mode, such that the state in q 2 is given by
Since there are M ! possible combination to match the M -index k r and l i , the above state reads
|Ψ N f is given by
Eq. (B7) reads
Therefore, the state which results from apply the Mcoboson projection onto the initial state, (14) , is
With the above Eq. (B11) at hand, and usinĝ Therefore, the state |Ψ N f can be written as the superposition given in Eq. (15) .
States |φ A 2,3 and |φ B 2,3 are orthogonal, and hence, after the second beam-splitter dynamics, the probability of finding n 2 and N − n 2 − n 1 + 1 bifermions in sublattices q 2 and q 3 , respectively, is the sum of the probabilities of both contributions, Q A and Q B . State |φ A 2,3 constitutes a superposition of single bifermion states such that one bifermion (d † 3,lj ) is distributed along the Schmidt modes λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 of the third output mode and N − n 1 bifermions (d † 2,ki ) are distributed along the set of Schmidt modes [λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 ] of the second external mode. The set [λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 ] is the distribution Λ to which we have removed the coefficients λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 . Since bifermions of both external modes, d † 3,lj andd † 2,ki , do not share any internal Schmidt modes, the beam-splitter dynamics for an initial state |φ A 2,3 is that given by a splitting process. The probability of such a splitting process (n 1 bifermions have been detected on the Schmidt modes {l 1 , . . . , l n1 } of the first sublattice) is given by
where we have taken into account that the bifermions are distributed binomially in the output modes q 2 and q 3 , as in Eq. (22) , and that the state 1 (N − n 1 )!χΛ N −n1 S k1,...,k N −n 1 =1 k1 =··· =k N −n 1 =l1 =··· =ln 1
is normalized to unity. Since
summing over all bifermion configurations leads to (27) Q spl (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) =
State |φ B 2,3 describes a single bifermion, created byd † 3,lj , and N − n 1 bifermions, created byd † 2,ki in the third and the second external modes, respectively. All of them are in a superposition of the internal Schmidt modes given by the setΛ = [λ l1 , . . . , λ ln 1 ]. Thus, the beam-splitter dynamics for an initial state |φ B 2,3 is the one given by a coboson interference process [26] as shown in Appendix A. Using Eqs. (C5), (A1), and (A2), we have that 
Thus, summing over all bifermion configurations,
we find (28) Q int (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) =
